
 
 
 
 
Design Associate/Designer 
 
Looking for a motivated self-starter who is enthusiastic about product design, innovation and 
expanding knowledge across categories. You carry a positive attitude and have the ability to 
creatively problem solve competing priorities and deadlines. You are passionate about Edie 
Parker and committed to being part of our growth at the intersection of fashion and flower. 
 
 
Job Description 
 
- Research and design concepts for all categories across Edie Parker and Flower by Edie Parker 

according to Merch Plan 
- Design into graphics and packaging for Edie Parker and Flower by Edie Parker products  
- Build decks and create mockups/CADs for Design, Marketing, and Wholesale teams 
- Execute design specs for product development product categories 
- Communicate all necessary information for Development and Production corrections 
- Build seasonal Linesheet and Wall Chart across Edie Parker and Flower by Edie Parker 
- Assist in all Collab design pitches and decks 
- Assist with design needs for company-related initiatives 
 
Requirements 
 
- Bachelor's degree in design, graphic arts, or related field 
- 2-4 years of experience in product design, graphic design or related field 
- Proficiency with Adobe PhotoShop, Illustrator, and other graphic design software 
- Entrepreneurial, creative, team-oriented, detail-oriented 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
About Us 

Where Fashion Meets Flower  

Imagine a world where color reigns supreme and bright outlooks prevail. Where the grass is 
always greenest and a good time is the bottom line. Edie Parker is here to make all your candy-
hued, blissed out dreams come true.  

Edie Parker makes exceptionally crafted objects designed for a good time. Whether it’s a bespoke 
acrylic clutch (iconic Edie Parker) or accessories that are more than pipe dreams (Flower 
originals), everything we make is in the spirit of stellar quality and good fun. From handbags to 
home goods, each hand-crafted piece feels amazing in your hands, looks incredible on your shelf, 
and turns heads when spotted on the street.  

Haven’t met Flower yet? Allow us to introduce you. Flower by Edie Parker was created in 2019 as 
a collection of high fashion accessories. Like Edie Parker, Flower utilizes top quality materials to 
create objects that spark joy — and conversation. Hand-crafted by artisans around the world, 
Flower accessories are statement pieces that will last a lifetime.  


